ALL-UNIVERSITY DANCE TONIGHT

Large Audience Expected at Second Social Function in Weightman Hall This Evening.

TICKETS FOR SALE AT DOOR

This season's second All-University Dance will be held tonight in Weightman Hall in connection with the Red and Blue Ball. The prices are 50c for a single and 10c for a stay ticket. Music will be furnished by one of the best orchestras on the campus, while Jack A. Johnson has been named as Master of Ceremonies. A large number of girls there for whom no notice has been sent have decided to be present. The ladies are expected to be present in large numbers.

Soccer Team Meets

State Island F.C.

Pennsylvania's Varsity Soccer Team will meet yesterdays' oldest and best known athletic clubs of the section of the country. The seniors last year finished a close second to the speedy Crescent A. Club in the league. The opposition of the Red and Blue Ball this season is even more successful than last year. Coach Hyrd figures that the team will be able to withstand any line it is called upon to face.

FOUR REPLACES POSTER FIGHT

INTERCONTINENTAL CONTRACT OF NEW TYPE

WHEELER'S CAPTAINSHIP RAPTIFIED

Because the University Administration is satisfied with the captaincy it has chosen. The Council has raptified the decision in a meeting which was very successful. A great many members are expected to be present.

YOUNG STEWARDSON TO BEGIN WORK NEXT TUESDAY

Entering College, he has already been elected to the varsity team and is expected to make a success of the game.

APPOINTMENTS OF 1925 DUES COMMITTEE

In common with their predecessors, Sophomores will be called upon to fill up the places of those who are graduating. The new officers will be elected at the next meeting. The annual charge is two dollars, which must be paid in advance before graduation anywhere.

GAME STRUGGLES TO BEGIN WORK NEXT TUESDAY

Actuated by visions of a season even more successful than last year's team, Terrone has issued a call for the formation of the Freshmen team on Tuesday, October 17. All undergraduates including freshmen are eligible. A freshman team may be formed later if necessary. Experience is important.

OPEN TENNIS MANSHIPSHIP

To Northern Universities

All second year men who intend to try out for tennis manager are requested to report at 9:30 on Monday, November 1, so that they may be considered for admission to the University's tennis team. The manager will be selected by the manager and will be responsible for the running of the tennis team.

Mr. Bushnell has issued a call for the formation of the Freshmen team on Tuesday, October 17. All undergraduates including freshmen are eligible. A freshman team may be formed later if necessary. Experience is important.

WASHINGTON'S HOPPERS

WASHINGTON'S HOPPERS

Washingon's hopper, the annual magazine of the university, will be published in about two weeks. The next issue will be printed on high quality paper and will contain many illustrations.
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MARYLAND HOF IN VETERAN LINE
Charles C. Harrison

Mighty Defense Constitutes Visitor's Great Claim to Victory
The Afternoon.

HAVE YOUTHFUL TRIPLE TREAT

Coach Byrd's chief hope for a Maryland team today is centered about a veteran center named Snyder, who will be bringing over 150 pounds. His system of play is based on the control of the floor, so his prospects are excellent. In the big dozen-up a few breaks slipped to the opposite netting make him the heavy favorite.

For years the Maryland defense has been in the tradition of the two in the last two seasons. Yet there is a distinctly different team today. Not only is there a thinner line, but the players are more evenly distributed, and it appears that there are more than two touchdowns. That only aounding backfield and a few losses of fortune can ever amount to the connection of the Maryland try.

Their attack will fairly, gladly run in comparison with that of the team-against-tennis, from which Maryland won the hundred yard championship of the country. SPAYD FURNITURE CO. Inc.

FOUR RENT ROOMS

The Southern Peace Conference is saving millions is in the Federal Budget. Another feature of this number is an interesting article on the Budget System.

HOW THE FEDERAL BUDGET SAVES

B. L. Smith

Anoher feature of this number is an article on the Budget System. In 1917 a billion dollars was contributed by the government to buy war material. It is not unusual for the government to return the money in the form of war material.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

2054 to 3050 Locust St.

ROOMS—Double and single

ROOMS—Light, pleasant, airy, single and double rooms.

BUDDY'S

ROOMS—Large, well furnished modern room, continuous hot water, heat. Medical or law students only. Modern conveniences. Write or call. Phone 185 Market.

MUTUAL RESIDENCE

ROOMS—Large, well furnished. Modern conveniences. Write or call. Phone 185 Market.

ROOMS—Large, well furnished, private baths, corner, large, first class, furnished.

FOR RENT—Three large front rooms, corner. Heat, hot water, electricity. One with private bath. Phone 348 Market.

ROOMS—Large, well furnished, modern conveniences, heat, hot water, electricity. Write or call. Phone 185 Market.

ROOMS—Large, well furnished, modern conveniences, heat, hot water, electricity. Write or call. Phone 185 Market.

ROOMS—Large, well furnished, modern conveniences, heat, hot water, electricity. Write or call. Phone 185 Market.

ROOMS—Large, well furnished, modern conveniences, heat, hot water, electricity. Write or call. Phone 185 Market.

ROOMS—Large, well furnished, modern conveniences, heat, hot water, electricity. Write or call. Phone 185 Market.
New Fall
2-Trouser Suits
$34.50 $39.50

Tailored by the Kirschbaum Shops

The extra trousers almost double the life of these Kirschbaum suits. They're superbly tailored in fine worsteds—the kind that sold last season. They're superbly tailored in fine worsteds. The heart, diaphragm, viscera, liver, and capillaries are intimately, even causally, related to the matter. If you hate your meat first clench up your muscles to specially about the jaw, draw down the corners of your mouth, wrinkle your brow, squint your eyes, double up your fists, and go through all the internal changes necessary to produce that social or primitive and antediluvian feeling called hate. Nobody can hate with his body relaxed, his face smiling, his eyes twinkling, his arms extended and hands opened, palms up, leaning easily forward in his chair.

"Here then, is the secret of forming habits of feeling. Adopt the posture of acting religiously; an educated one, one with Christian education, has certain habits of feeling. Those feelings become motives for his actions and thoughts. He must learn to love; and to love all men, how natural it is for man to hate his enemies! And to love all men, how natural it is for man to love his friends! What an expensively well educated man it takes to love his enemies! That habit-formation marks the transition of a man from a barbarian to a truly cultured twentieth century person, fit to live in America."

"First, It requires a healthy body. According to the James-Lange theory of emotions they arise from bodily changes. The heart, diaphragm, liver, and capillaries are intimately, even causally, related to the matter. If you hate your meat first clench up your muscles to specially about the jaw, draw down the corners of your mouth, wrinkle your brow, squint your eyes, double up your fists, and go through all the internal changes necessary to produce that social or primitive and antediluvian feeling called hate. Nobody can hate with his body relaxed, his face smiling, his eyes twinkling, his arms extended and hands opened, palms up, leaning easily forward in his chair."

"Second, it requires a healthy body. According to the James-Lange theory of emotions they arise from bodily changes. The heart, diaphragm, liver, and capillaries are intimately, even causally, related to the matter. If you hate your meat first clench up your muscles to specially about the jaw, draw down the corners of your mouth, wrinkle your brow, squint your eyes, double up your fists, and go through all the internal changes necessary to produce that social or primitive and antediluvian feeling called hate. Nobody can hate with his body relaxed, his face smiling, his eyes twinkling, his arms extended and hands opened, palms up, leaning easily forward in his chair."

"Third, it requires a healthy body. According to the James-Lange theory of emotions they arise from bodily changes. The heart, diaphragm, liver, and capillaries are intimately, even causally, related to the matter. If you hate your meat first clench up your muscles to specially about the jaw, draw down the corners of your mouth, wrinkle your brow, squint your eyes, double up your fists, and go through all the internal changes necessary to produce that social or primitive and antediluvian feeling called hate. Nobody can hate with his body relaxed, his face smiling, his eyes twinkling, his arms extended and hands opened, palms up, leaning easily forward in his chair."

"Fourth, it requires a healthy body. According to the James-Lange theory of emotions they arise from bodily changes. The heart, diaphragm, liver, and capillaries are intimately, even causally, related to the matter. If you hate your meat first clench up your muscles to specially about the jaw, draw down the corners of your mouth, wrinkle your brow, squint your eyes, double up your fists, and go through all the internal changes necessary to produce that social or primitive and antediluvian feeling called hate. Nobody can hate with his body relaxed, his face smiling, his eyes twinkling, his arms extended and hands opened, palms up, leaning easily forward in his chair."
From the Pennsylvania on October 14, 1922

**CLASS DUES**

During the coming week, large committees of men will canvass the campus offices class time. There is not a pleasant duty, for no one of canvassing ever has been or ever will be, but at the same time, the results of their efforts will have a great effect on the life of our University.

If any class does not respond to this call for financial support, it will suffer in two directions. In the first place it will not be in a position to undertake any class affairs to a greater extent than the organization of the Punch Bowl. For it will have no money on hand to meet the obligations incurred. Not only does the lower class Pennsylvanian's prestige but also his credit is bound up with the satisfactory fulfillment of the obligations to his class. Therefore, he will have no credit with his classmates.

Another influence that these class campaigns will exert is that upon the freshmen class. Under the rules of the Pennsylvanian, the freshmen class may not canvass for new subscriptions until the freshman class. For this reason it has not been necessary for freshmen to canvass for new subscriptions until the freshman class. For this reason it has not been necessary for freshmen to canvass for new subscriptions.

As a final argument and, no doubt, the most convincing, is that upon the class. Under the rules of the Pennsylvanian, the freshmen class may not canvass for new subscriptions until the freshman class. For this reason it has not been necessary for freshmen to canvass for new subscriptions.

**EMPLOYMENT**

Working a way through college has always been a vital factor in the development of character. The "self-made" man is of many cases a product of a hard-won fortune. Among alumni who have been prominent in college of all to the present time, the results of their efforts will be. But at the same time, the freshmen should face the future with genuine confidence.

**CLASSIC EVENTS**

Breathes there a man so slow of comprehension or tight of pulse? Let him come to this event. It is that upon the freshman class. Under the rules of the Pennsylvanian, the freshmen class may not canvass for new subscriptions until the freshman class. For this reason it has not been necessary for freshmen to canvass for new subscriptions.

The freshmen, who have been greatly underrated. The Pennsylvanian. Involuntary communications on all subjects, especially the fine and liberal arts, are forbidden to this company.

**PERRY & CO.**

16th and Chestnut Philadelphia

Typewriters
Rented and Sold
Special Rental Rates to Students
Authorized Representative of REMINGTON PORTABLE

American Writing Machine Company

Philadelphia Life Insurance Company

Berkshire

Pittsburgh, Mass.

Opportunity

We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business as salesmen and connecting themselves with this Company.

E. H. Plummer, General Agent

Philadelphia Block Building

12 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia

**NIFTY BEN**

Bilardar 10 Tables

33rd and Race Street

Crombies

Topicals and Winter Overcoats of Crombies, the foremost Overcoat in the world, designed by A. J. and Crombies, Edinburgh. British Overcoats made in London especially for us.

Earnie's Gentleman

Dinner Costs

4 Place Combination Sports Suits

With Knickers

Exclusive Novelties
Monday

at Beaston's

Geuting's

"Bench-Brands"

The Finest Shoes Made in America for Men

DOWN TOWN STORES

1230 Market St.

1306 Chestnut St.

19 So. 11th St.

What's In A Name?

UNDERWOOD

Standardisable Typewriters

C. L. WESL

3412 Sansom St.

RAINCOATS

"Direct From Factory to Weary"

THE COMER MANUFACTURING CO.

Dayton, Ohio

P. O. Box 5479


GOOD HOME COOKING

Dinners 55 Cents

2 Meals A Day

$6 Per Week

4624 Spruce Street

B.B. TODD, INC.

Pianos-Pianolas—Toasting—Dr. Repairs

1623 Chestnut St.


Also, 1306 Arch St.

HAVE YOU TRIED

The Old Drury

Coffee Shop

3421 Wooland Ave.

A Real Good Place To Eat

Pianos Kented

BELLAX

Victor Records

1129 Chestnut Street

The Finest Pianos Made in America

Orders for Bing and beam instruments, and for the best pianos and harmonicas for the home.

Save 25c on Victor Records

THE PALLETTE

300 S. 36th Street

Dinner 5:30

Lunch 12 to 2

Breakfast T: M to 7

$8.00 per week for 21 meals

Breakfast, 5:30 to 7

Lunch, 12 to 2

Dinner, 5:30 to 8

$8.00 per week for 21 meals

Welcome U. of P. Students

THE PALACE

Quick Service

RESTAURANT

FOOD: Only the Best

PRICES: Reasonable

Use our Commutation Tickets

$3.30 for $3

$5.55 for $5

3449 Woodland Avenue

Opposite College Hall
Attractive Services

At Campus Churches

Usual services will be held at the campus churches tomorrow. The student discussion groups are now well under way and are being well attended. At the Lutheran church of the Holy Communion the discussion group will consider the subject “Is the World Getting Better?” at the 39 o’clock meeting. Dr. J. Henry Harris will speak on the theme “How to Win” at 4:15. The first monthly meeting of the Luther League will be held in the Parish House, opening with a supper at 6 o’clock. Dr. Arthur M. Flack, dean of the Philadelphia Hospital College will be the principal speaker.

“How to Work for Home” will be the subject of Mr. Blaisdell’s sermon at the 12:45 o’clock service at the Tabernacle Presbyterian Church. The Young People’s meeting at 7 o’clock will be addressed by Dean Mitchell of the School of Education.

The Tabernacle Forum of the Cavalry Methodist Episcopal church will meet at 10 A.M., led by Mr. Combs. Dr. Mitchell has selected “The Problem of Power” for his topic at the 10:45 o’clock service. The Church Forum will take up a discussion “Is Prohibition Going now Far?” and “Why the Turk Comes Back.” The 8 o’clock sermon by the pastor will be on the subject of “Accounting for Ourselves.” Rev. John H. Hart, Jr., will officiate at all three services at the Episcopal church of the Transfiguration.

Holy Communion will be celebrated at 8 A.M., while the regular common prayer services will be held at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M.

Senior Statistical Blanks Now Ready

Statistical blanks will be distributed to seniors either this week or early next week. These are to be completely filled out and returned to the Class Record of men as soon as possible. The personal writings are the first to be sent in and it is imperative that the men return the blanks as early as possible.

In former years many seniors have delayed turning in their blanks because of supplementary information that they might be able to add later. This will no longer be necessary as arrangements have been made whereby additions may be added to the senior’s records as they occur. Thanksgiving has been set as the latest date on which the blanks may be turned in. Those not in by that time must immediately be turned in.

There is still an opportunity for Juniors to compete for a position on the Record Board. The turn-out has been rather poor this year, but this service can enhance the chances of those who report now. Candidates should sign up at Room 1, Houston Hall any day from 10 A.M. to 3:00. Statistical blanks may also be secured at the same place.

ISSUE FINAL CALL

FOR CAGE MANAGERS

Manager Wills has announced that today will be the last chance for Sophomores, aspiring to become Manager of basketball, to sign up for the competition. The list of candidates was closed two weeks ago, but since it has resulted in a small turnout, the second year men have been given this last chance to join in the competition.

The position of basketball manager is one of the most coveted at the University. The red and blue team has held the championship five times in the last six years and it is probable that it will garner another title this year. By reason of the importance of the sport, the four men chosen as assistants at the end of the competition are eligible to receive varsity letters.

In former years many seniors have delayed turning in their blanks because of supplementary information that they might be able to add later. This will no longer be necessary as arrangements have been made whereby additions may be added to the senior’s records as they occur. Thanksgiving has been set as the latest date on which the blanks may be turned in. Those not in by that time must immediately be turned in.

There is still an opportunity for Juniors to compete for a position on the Record Board. The turn-out has been rather poor this year, but this service can enhance the chances of those who report now. Candidates should sign up at Room 1, Houston Hall any day from 10 A.M. to 3:00. Statistical blanks may also be secured at the same place.

The Real Test of Quality

W E could write volumes of advertising praising our ice cream to the skies, and run an advertisement every day. We could paint a sign, appealing to the eye and appetite, on every corner. But, after all, every flavor of our ice cream must be consistently good—day after day—to please the public. Sales of SUPPLEE ICE CREAM thus far in 1922 far exceed those of 1921 for the same period, despite an extremely cool and wet summer. It is constant quality that builds an ever-growing patronage. It is recognition of that quality that has brought this enormous increase in business.

seldom equaled—never excelled

SUPPLEE ICE CREAM

"notice the flavor"

One of the SUPPLEE-WILLS-JONES Products